ABSTRACT

Music is composed to be emotionally expressive, and emotional associations provide an especially natural domain for indexing and recommendation in today’s vast digital music libraries. But such libraries require powerful automated tools, and the development of systems for automatic prediction of musical emotion presents a myriad challenges. The perceptual nature of musical emotion necessitates the collection of data from human subjects. The interpretation of emotion varies between listeners thus each clip needs to be annotated by a distribution of subjects. In addition, the sharing of large music content libraries for the development of such systems, even for academic research, presents complicated legal issues which vary by country. This work presents a new publicly available dataset for music emotion recognition research and a baseline system. In addressing the difficulties of emotion annotation we have turned to crowdsourcing, using Amazon Mechanical Turk, and have developed a two-stage procedure for filtering out poor quality workers. The dataset consists entirely of creative commons music from the Free Music Archive, which as the name suggests, can be shared freely without penalty. The final dataset contains 1000 songs, each annotated by a minimum of 10 subjects. This makes the collection of such data especially difficult. First, the interpretation of emotion varies between listeners, thus requiring each clip be annotated by a distribution of subjects. This makes the collection of such data especially time consuming and labor-intensive. In addition, given the subjective nature of the data, it is difficult to identify poor annotations caused as a result of inattentive labeling, listener fatigue, or other error.
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1http://music.ece.drexel.edu/research/emotion/moodswingsturk/
mation retrieval evaluation exchange\textsuperscript{2} (MIREX). This task has been held since 2007, aiming at promoting MER research and providing benchmark comparisons \cite{7}. The audio files (totaling 600 clips) are available to the participants of the task, who have agreed not to distribute the files for commercial purposes. Being the only benchmark in the field of MER so far, this contest draws many participants every year. However, AMC describes emotions using five discrete emotion clusters instead of affect dimensions (e.g., valence and arousal), which do not have origins in psychology literature, and some have noted semantic or acoustic overlap between clusters \cite{12}. Furthermore, the dataset only applies a singular static rating per audio clip, which belies the time-varying nature of music.

In this work we present a new publicly available dataset from MediaEval benchmarking campaign\textsuperscript{3} for the development of music emotion estimation systems. Our new benchmarking corpus employs Creative Commons\textsuperscript{4} (CC) licensed music from the Free Music Archive\textsuperscript{5} (FMA), which enables us to redistribute the content. For annotations we have turned to crowdsourcing using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), as others have found success using these tools to label large libraries \cite{9,23}. In addition we have developed a two-stage procedure for filtering out poor quality workers, where workers must first pass a test demonstrating a thorough understanding of the task, and an ability to produce good quality work. The final dataset spans 1000, 40-second clips, and each clip is annotated by a minimum of 10 workers. This dataset is accessible to the researchers for non-commercial purposes after signing the usage agreement from the MediaEval website\textsuperscript{7}.

The proposed dataset is unique in the following aspects. First, the audio files are distributable under the CC license and can be shared freely. Second, annotators are usually less familiar with songs in FMA because these songs are not published by music labels, and we therefore reduce potential biases introduced by familiarity with the songs \cite{26}. Third, it contains both clip-level, static emotion annotations and second-by-second, dynamic emotion annotations. Fourth, each song received at least 10 annotations which is larger than many existing datasets on music and affect \cite{9} (except for MER60 \cite{24}, which uses 40 annotations per song).

2. EMOTION REPRESENTATION

Numerous models have been presented throughout psychology literature for the modeling of human emotion, spanning both categorical (discrete) \cite{6} and parametric (continuous) \cite{18} representations. Discrete representations of emotion, and their theoretical underpinnings, were originally inspired by the representation scheme of Darwin, who considered emotion important for survival. Discrete representations presuppose the existence of a certain number of basic and universal emotions \cite{4,19}. Some of the most widely-known research on basic emotions was carried out by Ekman \cite{4}, whose work demonstrated the universality of facial expressions of emotion. According to Scherer \cite{19}, there is currently no answer to the question of how many different emotions there are, but most lists in use contain 6-14 different emotions.

The challenge of ensuring that emotion categories receive a consistent interpretation contributed to the motivation for the development of dimensional approaches. Recent tools that have been developed, e.g., by \cite{2}, are more recent reflexes of the effort to use dimensional approaches to minimize the effect of differences in interpretations of discrete categories and to verify inter-participant consistency, e.g., Bradley and Lang \cite{2}. Dimensional theories of emotion represent emotions in a continuous space. From that perspective, the discrete emotions are folk-psychological concepts that can be identified with points in this space. \cite{14}.

Dimensional representations used by psychologists often represent emotions in an n-dimensional space (generally 2 or 3-dimensional). The most well-known example of such a space is the valence-arousal (V-A) representation \cite{18}, which is the model selected for use in this work. Valence indicates positive versus negative emotion, and arousal indicates emotional intensity.

An advantage of using dimensional representations of emotion is that when people are asked to describe their emotions, they are often better at positioning content in comparison to a reference point (e.g., this song was more exciting than the previous one), compared to the situation where they are asked to provide an absolute score \cite{26}. Using a dimensional representation of emotion also makes continuous dynamic annotation of music possible (i.e., continuously annotating songs as they are played).

Considering the advantages and disadvantages of different emotional representations, we opted to use the dimensional model and limit it to two dimensions of arousal and valence.

3. DATA COLLECTION

As previously discussed, for our music corpus we employed the Free Music Archive, an online library of high-quality music which if freely accessible. Our corpus contains 1000 clips, and our goal was to collect time-varying (per second) continuous V-A ratings, as well as a single discrete (9 point) A-V ratings applied to the entire clip. Annotations were performed via crowdsourcing using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

3.1 Song selection

The FMA is directed by WFMU\textsuperscript{8}, one of the most renowned freeform radio stations in America. In addition to being CC licensed, the audio in FMA has been hand-picked by established audio curators to ensure high quality. So far, it contains over 85,000 songs spanning a variety of genres. The following information can be obtained for each song using the FMA API\textsuperscript{9}: song title, artist name, album name, number of listens (#listens), #downloads, #comments, #starred, song length, bit rate, MPEG audio Layer III (MP3), and URL amongst others.

We downloaded the top 300 songs (ranked according to #listens) in MP3 format for each of the following eight genres: Blues, Electronic, Rock, Classical, Folk, Jazz, Country, and Pop. We did not consider other genres such as International, Novelty, Old-times, and Spoken because they are either ambiguous or contain non-music. We then excluded
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overly long (>10 minutes) and overly short (<1 minutes) songs, and picked the top 125 songs from each genre, leading to a dataset of 1,000 songs. We did not explicitly limit the number of songs contributed by each artist, but found 53–100 unique artists for each genre, providing a very good distribution across numerous recording artists.

### 3.2 Annotation Interface

Inspired by previous tools such as Feeltrace and its later version GTrace [3, 15], which were developed for offline annotation of emotion in videos, we have developed our own online annotation interface for music. Shown in Figure 1 is an example of the continuous annotation interface for valence, where workers slide the ball (shown in brown) from left to right indicating the current emotion. In order to maximize workers’ engagement in the task, we disabled the play and pause buttons, and only allowed audio playback when their mouse cursor was inside the rectangular box. Instead of using the mouse, workers were able to play and pause using shortcut keys on their keyboard.

![Dynamic annotation interface](http://www.jquery.com)

**Figure 1**: Dynamic annotation interface. Workers were able to move the ball to indicate the level of arousal or valence the music was expressed while the song was being played.

After annotating the songs continuously, annotators are additionally asked to rate the level of arousal or valence for the whole clip on a 9 point scale. Self Assessment Manikins (SAM) were shown to facilitate the understanding of the scale, which have been used commonly throughout the literature [2].

We also collected data on other factors that may effect a subjects annotations. To collect data on an annotators current mood, we apply a common approach where workers were asked to choose on what extent an artificial word (i.e., a nonsense word), e.g., smon, twus, bimp, yulf, expresses a mood word [17]. The mood words were “energetic,” “helpless,” “nervous,” “passive,” “pleased,” and “relaxed.” The possible answers were “not at all,” “very little,” “somewhat,” and “great extent.” In addition, we automatically collected the time of day in order to study the effect of the time of the day on emotional annotation.

To ensure high-quality data, a video tutorial was also made available to the annotators which depicted the whole procedure of performing the annotation task. In addition, before allowing participants to begin each task a series of instruction boxes would pop up, showing the workers where to put the mouse, how to play the music, and reminding them of the rules. The final task consists of multiple pages and a progress bar is embedded on each page. The interface was developed with HTML5 and JavaScript using jQuery library\(^\text{10}\). To avoid compatibility problems, we required and verified that the workers were using Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome browsers.

### 3.3 Data Collection by Crowdsourcing

Quality control is a key issue in crowdsourcing, and our strategy was designed following many current state-of-the-art crowdsourcing approaches [11, 22]. A two-step approach was taken for worker recruitment. The first step was publishing the qualification task that consisted of a single microtask or Human Intelligence Task (HIT) involving two songs. Participants were provided with the definitions of arousal and valence and they were asked to give their demography information, including, gender, age, location. Next, they were asked to play two short music audio clips which contained highly dynamic emotion shifts; they then indicated whether arousal and valence were increasing or decreasing, ideally demonstrating an understanding of the dimensional model. In addition, they were also asked to indicate the genre of the song using multiple choice check boxes. Finally, we asked the workers to write two to three sentences describing the clips they listened to, ideally demonstrating a willingness to put reasonable effort into a task, and a basic ability to describe music (e.g., style, instrumentation, etc.).

The first HIT was used for the purpose of recruiting and screening MTurk workers as experiment participants. Workers were chosen and qualifications were granted for the main task by considering the quality of their description and the correctness of their answers. The second step was the main task described in Section 3.2 and involved a series of 334 micro-tasks. Each micro-task involved annotating 3 audio clips of 45 seconds on arousal and valence scales dynamically and statically, as a whole. Workers were paid $0.25 USD for the qualification HITs and $0.40 USD for each main HIT that they successfully completed.

### 3.4 Data Collection Analysis

Our qualification HIT was published for 1000 workers. We did not set any requirement such as HIT acceptance rate or the number of completed HITs so as not to shrink the pool of the workers. In total, 778 workers completed our qualification HIT. From 778 initial workers, only 287 (36.9%) succeeded in receiving the qualification required for our main HITs. We invited the qualified workers to participate in our main HITs via MTurk messaging. Out of 287 qualified workers, 100 workers (36.0%) of the invited workers, performed at least one of the main HITs. This means only 12.8% of the initial participants were qualified and performed the main HITs. From 100 workers who participated in our main HITs, 57 were male and 43 were female. Their age average was 31.7 ± 10.1. The workers on average spent 7 minutes and 40 seconds annotating three 45 seconds clips for both arousal and valence.

Workers on the main HITs reported to be from 10 different countries, 72% from the USA and 18% from India and 10% from the rest of the world. In total, we spent $1,784.50 USD on collecting more than 20000 annotations. The average effective hourly rate for our HITs was $3.12 USD. On average, every worker annotated
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107.9 songs or 36.0 HITs; only one worker completed all the submitted HITs.

To record the ball movement in dynamic annotation we relied on mouse movement events which are not sampled regularly. The sampling frequency depends on browser, operating system status and CPU load. The average sampling interval for all the data collected was 0.23 second (4.3Hz) with the standard deviation of 0.09 second. To be conservative, we resampled the annotation time series to 1Hz (per second) sampling frequency. Once per second is significantly lower than the average sampling rate, and more than sufficient for representing emotional responses to music [16].

For the dynamic annotations, we used Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (Kendall’s \( W \)) with corrected tied ranks, for measuring inter-annotation agreement. Kendall’s \( W \) is a non-parametric rank based measure and is a good indicator of the agreement between the shapes of the time series generated by dynamic annotations which is more important than the worker related constant bias. Kendall’s \( W \) was calculated for each song separately after discarding the annotations of the first 5 seconds. The average \( W \) is 0.23 ± 0.16 for arousal and 0.28 ± 0.21 for valence. The observed agreement was statistically significant for arousal in 60.0% of songs and for valence in 65.8% of songs. Kendall’s \( W \) showed that agreement among arousal annotations compared to the valence annotations is higher for the static annotations and lower for the dynamic annotations; the significance on agreement of dynamic annotations was tested by Wilcoxon test (\( p < 5 \times 10^{-7} \)). This shows that the workers are more consistent at annotating arousal in music compared to valence for the whole song whereas they are more consistent in following the valence trends dynamically. The distribution of the annotations for both static and dynamic annotations are shown in Figure 2. Dynamic and static annotations have similar distributions.

In considering the effect from the time of day, we note that most of the HITs were performed in the evening time, but there seems to be no time that workers were inactive (see Figure 3). The higher number of HITs in the evening can be explained by the workers’ preference for working in the evening in addition to the presence of students with classes during the day or workers with day time jobs.

![Figure 2: Contours representing the distribution of annotation in case of static (top) and dynamic (bottom) annotations.](image)

In order to measure the inter-annotation agreement, we calculated Krippendorff’s alpha on an ordinal scale for the static annotations. The Krippendorff’s alpha for the static annotations on the whole clips were 0.32 for valence and 0.35 for arousal which are in the range of fair agreement. For the dynamic annotations, we used Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (Kendall’s \( W \)) with corrected tied ranks, for measuring inter-annotation agreement. Kendall’s \( W \) is a non-parametric rank based measure and is a good indicator of the agreement between the shapes of the time series generated by dynamic annotations which is more important than the worker related constant bias. Kendall’s \( W \) was calculated for each song separately after discarding the annotations of the first 5 seconds. The average \( W \) is 0.23 ± 0.16 for arousal and 0.28 ± 0.21 for valence. The observed agreement was statistically significant for arousal in 60.0% of songs and for valence in 65.8% of songs. Kendall’s \( W \) showed that agreement among arousal annotations compared to the valence annotations is higher for the static annotations and lower for the dynamic annotations; the significance on agreement of dynamic annotations was tested by Wilcoxon test (\( p < 5 \times 10^{-7} \)). This shows that the workers are more consistent at annotating arousal in music compared to valence for the whole song whereas they are more consistent in following the valence trends dynamically. The distribution of the annotations for both static and dynamic annotations are shown in Figure 2. Dynamic and static annotations have similar distributions.

In considering the effect from the time of day, we note that most of the HITs were performed in the evening time, but there seems to be no time that workers were inactive (see Figure 3). The higher number of HITs in the evening can be explained by the workers’ preference for working in the evening in addition to the presence of students with classes during the day or workers with day time jobs.

![Figure 3: The number of completed HITs in the different times of the days. Times recorded from the system’s clock.](image)

Two multi-way ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) test was performed once on arousal and another time on valence static ratings to test the effect of different dependent variables on the annotations. We performed two 3-way ANOVA on arousal and valence ratings as dependent variables with the first two independent variables as workers and songs. The third independent variable was picked from the following: time of the day in minutes, mood scores given to artificial words, namely, helpless, nervous, passive, pleased and relaxed. Results of the significance and F-values are given in Table 1. The effect of time on ratings is significant for both arousal and valence. In the mood response, only “energetic” appears to have a significant effect on the ratings. We found that workers gave higher arousal and valence static ratings when giving higher energetic scores to the artificial, nonsense words (see Figure 4).

![Table 1: Multiway ANOVA test results which showed there was a significant difference between the mean values of arousal and valence ratings as a result of different variables after controlling for different workers and songs. Statistical significance was defined as \( p < 0.01 \).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>F-score</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arousal ratings</td>
<td>2 × 10^{-12}</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>4 × 10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence ratings</td>
<td>2 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>3 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though we reviewed the performance of the workers in the qualification HITs there were still noisy annotations. The causes of the noisy annotations were two-fold. First,
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In the following, we discuss the selection of acoustic features used for music emotion recognition as well as a baseline that provides researchers with a classification algorithm and its performance statistics. In conjunction with acoustic feature selection, multivariate linear regression (MLR) was used as the baseline algorithm because of its relatively low computational complexity and effectiveness [20, 21]. This approach gives competitive researchers metrics so they know how well their models are performing.

The following features have been extracted from audio signals. MFCCs: Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) were attained using Rastamat toolbox [5]. They were originally designed for speech recognition and they have been shown to be one of the most informative feature domains for music emotion recognition. Octave-Based Spectral Contrast: This uses 7 octave-based bands and the feature is in 14 dimensions. The seven are the spectral valley, the second are the spectral peaks. Then contrast is the difference between these two dimensions. Spectral valley sorts the values in each band in ascending order and sums the first 2% of the bandwidth. The peaks do the same, but sorting in descending order. Statistical Spectrum Descriptors (SSDs): This is a four dimensional feature composed of spectral centroid, spectral flux, spectral rolloff, and spectral flatness in that order. Chromagram: This was extracted

using the Chromagram MATLAB implementation by Ellis\textsuperscript{11} with default values. Although the chromagram appears to be one of the more intuitive representations as it provides information about the key and mode, thus far it has shown little promise towards solving this problem [21].

In addition to feature extraction via signal processing techniques in MATLAB, The Echonest API\textsuperscript{12} was called through python to obtain features. Echonest provides beat synchronous features and therefore use varying hop times. A vector of window start times is included to help in the aggregation of these features. The effect of timbre, pitches, and loudness features on arousal-valence determination were investigated along with the aforementioned features that were extracted in MATLAB.

4. BASELINE METHOD

The static ratings given to the whole clips by the workers on both arousal and valence were averaged to serve as the ground truth. The dynamic annotation of the first 5 seconds of 45 seconds clips were discarded due to instability of their values. The arousal and valence dynamic annotation including 40 values corresponding to the last 40 seconds of the clips were averaged to generate the ground truth for the dynamic emotion estimation.

In the following, we discuss the selection of acoustic features used for music emotion recognition as well as a baseline that provides researchers with a classification algorithm and its performance statistics. In conjunction with acoustic feature selection, multivariate linear regression (MLR) was used as the baseline algorithm because of its relatively low computational complexity and effectiveness [20, 21]. This approach gives competitive researchers metrics so they know how well their models are performing.

The following features have been extracted from audio signals. MFCCs: Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) were attained using Rastamat toolbox [5]. They were originally designed for speech recognition and they have been shown to be one of the most informative feature domains for music emotion recognition. Octave-Based Spectral Contrast: This uses 7 octave-based bands and the feature is in 14 dimensions. The seven are the spectral valley, the second are the spectral peaks. Then contrast is the difference between these two dimensions. Spectral valley sorts the values in each band in ascending order and sums the first 2% of the bandwidth. The peaks do the same, but sorting in descending order. Statistical Spectrum Descriptors (SSDs): This is a four dimensional feature composed of spectral centroid, spectral flux, spectral rolloff, and spectral flatness in that order. Chromagram: This was extracted

using the Chromagram MATLAB implementation by Ellis\textsuperscript{11} with default values. Although the chromagram appears to be one of the more intuitive representations as it provides information about the key and mode, thus far it has shown little promise towards solving this problem [21].

In addition to feature extraction via signal processing techniques in MATLAB, The Echonest API\textsuperscript{12} was called through python to obtain features. Echonest provides beat synchronous features and therefore use varying hop times. A vector of window start times is included to help in the aggregation of these features. The effect of timbre, pitches, and loudness features on arousal-valence determination were investigated along with the aforementioned features that were extracted in MATLAB.

4.1 Results

As discussed, multivariate linear regression was selected for the baseline system because it is a simple and generalizable prediction method. 700 clips were randomly chosen as the train set and the remaining 300 clips serve as the test or evaluation set. All the annotations including for the static and dynamic ones were scaled between $[−0.5,0.5]$. The euclidean distance between the estimated arousal and valence points as well as $R^2$ were calculated for the evaluation of the static results. To evaluate the dynamic results, mean distance and Kendall’s Tau ranking correlation were used. The average values of arousal and valence on the training set was chosen as the random level baseline to be compared with our results. A summary of the results is given in Table 2. On the estimation of static ratings, the arousal estimations are far better than valence estimations which are in the order of chance level. Consistently, arousal estimation results are superior to valence estimation on the continuous, dynamic affect estimation task.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a new publicly available dataset for emotional analysis of music. The songs are collected from FMA under the CC license which makes them redistributable for the researchers interested in this topic. Amazon Mechanical Turk was used as a crowdsourcing platform for collecting more than 20,000 annotations on 1,000 songs. The analysis on the annotations showed there is a higher agreement in arousal ratings compared to the valence ratings. The time of the day and workers’ reported “energetic” mood had a small but significant effect on the ratings. A set of baseline results were obtained using a simple linear regression and generic audio features and is reported as a reference for the future users of the dataset. The collection of both dynamic and static annotations will give the opportunity to study the effect of emotional trend on the perception of music affect as a whole.
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Table 2: To evaluate the estimation models from content features $R^2$ and Euclidean distances are reported for static estimation and Kendall Tau ($\rho$) is reported with distance for dynamic estimation. The reported measures on dynamic annotated data are averaged for all the clips. Baseline results are calculated by setting the target to the average score in the training set. The results that are significantly better (Wilcoxon test $p < 0.01$) than the baseline (averaged training targets) are indicated with asterisk (*)(Dist: mean absolute difference and Euclidean distance for the case of two dimensions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Arousal Dist</th>
<th>Arousal $R^2$</th>
<th>Valence Dist</th>
<th>Valence $R^2$</th>
<th>Both Dist</th>
<th>Both $R^2$</th>
<th>Arousal $\rho$</th>
<th>Valence $\rho$</th>
<th>Both $\rho$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.05*</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.08*</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.08*</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.08*</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chroma</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.43</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>-0.02 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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